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Who thinks of protesting when, at the beginning of his enterprise, Lévi-Strauss 
recalls that a myth is perceived as a myth by any reader throughout the worId? 
Yet at the same time Dumézil confesses that he has spent his whole life trying to 
understand the difference between the myth and the folktale, to no avail. No
thing is easier than recognizing a myth intuitively, and yet no theoretical defini
tion has been able to carry the field from the time that mythology was first 
conceived of as a science, as scientific knowledge about myths. 

In our linguistic usage, mythology is a semantic locus where two discourses 
intersect, the second of which, belonging to the realm of interpretation, speaks 
of the first. A double semantíc register inforrns the figure of mythology. On the 
one hand mythology ís a set of discursive statements and narrative practices: the 
tales and stories that, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, everyone was 
supposed to know. On the pther hand mythology designates a discourse about 
myths, a knowledge that claims to speak of myths in general, their nature or 
their essence. How is it that mythology-as-story has come to be inhabited or 
possessed by a desire to know? How has it come to be invested with a will to 
know the reason for its own discourse? Fifteen years after the high tide of 
structuraI analysis, it still seems necessary to interrogate the ambiguous status of 
what we have come to call "mythology." Through what practices has this 
double knowledge come to define its own territory? Through what partitions 
did it take shape? How has it been instituted, yesterday and in the more distant 
past? And who is ít that speaks for mythology~as-knowledge? Who enunciates 
1t? To whom is it addressed? 
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In a genealogical history that goes from the Greeks to Lévi-Strauss (and from 
Lévi-Strauss back to the Greeks, with whom his dialogue has never ceased), the 
configuration of mythology has involved two essential steps: in the nineteenth 
century, with the establishment of a new knowledge which explicitly cIaimed 
to be the science of mythology; and, at the other end, in the perspective that 
gave the new science lts name, professing the modeI of lts own development, 
when, between Xenophanes and Thucydides, a first figure of mythology was 
drawn, whose soul was a novel notion of mythos. Two reasons, at least, justify 
this order of presentation: the analysis of myths, today as in the past, is de
ployed entirely in the space laid out by the mythological science that sprang 
ioto existence around 1850; while, on the other hand, privileged and funda
mental relations tie this nineteenth century science to a certain idea ofGreece. 

Between 1850 and 1890, academic Europe became filled with chairs of compar
ative mythology, history of religions, and mythological science. From Oxford to 
Berlín and from London to Paris, the new discipline states its project in terms 
that are rigorously identical, from Max Müller to Paul Decharme and from 
E. B. Tylor to Adelbert Kühn and Andrew Lang. In his Oxford lectures, Max 
Müller summarizes the motives which now necessitate a scientific discourse on 
myths: it is a matter of explaining the stupid, savage, and absurd eIement in 
mythology. Jt ls suddenly realized that mythology-and the only familiar myth
ology comes from Greece-is full of indecent incidents, contains absurd proposi
tions, and speaks an insane Ianguage. It is generally accepted at this period that 
the poets of Greece had an instinctive aversion to all that was excessive or mon
strous; yet these same Greeks, writes Max Müller, "relate of their gods what 
would make the most savage of the Red Indians creep and shudder. Among the 
most backward tribes of Africa and America it is difficult to find anything 
more hideous or revoIting."l Wh;lt is it that horrifies Max Müller's Red lndian? 
It is the infamous adventures of the adulterous, murderous, cruel, andcanni
balistic gods: Ouranos castrated by his son, Kronos devouring his newbom 
children, Dionysus carved up and skewered. A whole vocabulary is used to 
convey the scandal; it starts with "shocking" and~'embarrassing," goes on to 
"extravagant" and "ridicuIous," then plunges from "absurd" to "infamous," 
"savage," "hideous," "revolting." The new mythology 1S established in a state 
ofscandal. 

Why is it that the fables of antiquity, the·"ancient fictions" of the eighteenth 
century, suddenly cease to be disseminated by the decorative figures of culti
vated society, in salons and drawing rooms, and from being a condition of 
intelligibility for the whole cultured world2 the long-familiar mythology of the 

1. F. Max MüIler, Lectures on the Science oi Language, 2d ser. (London 1864), p. 385. 
¡TN: The Freneh translation of Müller's lectures includes a phrase not in the original English 
te:,t. 1 have used the English t~xt here and have added the phrase in question. eL Max 
Muller, Nouvelles l~f~,ns sur la sczence du lan.l[age (paris 1868), 2: 113-15.] 

2. J. Starobmski, Le rnythe au XVIIIe slecle," Critique (1977): 977. 
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Greco-Roman world should come to be perceived as an insane and absurd 
language in which tne society of Homer and Plato-supposed to have ~eached 
the very apogee of civilization-seems to be speaking a discourse that 1S more 
savage than that of the peoples of nature? Several reasons probably converged 
to produce this result. But two seem to have been decisive. There is first of all 
the invention of a new linguistic hoIÍzon with the discovery of the Vedas, the 
Gathas and comparative grarnmar; a science of language is constituted .around 
word ~flections and an autonomous system of sonorities. At the same tIme the 
idea deveIops that Ianguage arises out of the people and the nation: and that 
mythology can only be its lost or forgotten voice. The second re aso n 1S that the 
Greek and the lroquois no longer meet, as in the days of Fontenelle. a.nd Lafitau, 
under the sign of the fabIe and of shared ignorance. After rom~t1C~;n ar:d the 
philosophy of Hegel, wruch saw in the Greek world the natal soil of cul.ttvated 
European man," Greek man no longer has any right to foolishness or mls~akes. 
The scandal erupts when it is first suspected that the Greek, bearer and wItness 
of reason, speaks in rus mythology in a way typical of "a min~ struck ten:
porarilY insane." The new mythology presents itself as a campalgn for public 

safety.' 
. To account for the existen ce of these irrational and scandalous elements, 
two competing strategies ron through the productions of the science of myths 
between 1850 and 1890. The school of comparative mytho10gy, grouped around 
·Max Mül1er and contemporary with the progress of comparative grarnmar, was 
based on fue science of language, and believed that the explanation had to be 
found in the system of language and its history. The anthropologicaI schoo1, ?n 
the other hand, with Tylor and Lang, undertook the project of a c.ompara:1ve 
history ofthe human mind, through its different stages of ~ought. It 1S suffiC1ent 
to recall that the first orientation, a linguistic and comparatlve one, reconstructed 
a stratígraphy of human speech in which man, at the dawn of his history, had 
the faculty of producing words wruch directly expressed part of the substa~ce 
of the objects perceived by the senses. Confronting the world, the human be~g 
emits sounds which materialize as roots and engender phonetictypes from w~ch 
the body ofIanguage is constituted. But this language of origins is charged wlÍh a 
disturbing power, a kind of excess of meaning. As soan as the force ofthe first 
great words escapes the speakers' control, mankind become~ ~e du?e of t~e 
words he pronounces, prey to the illusions of·a language wlthin w~ch prolif

. erates the strange and disconcerting discourse of myths. For Max Muller, myth-
ology is the unconscious product of a Ianguage of which man is never the pro
ducer, only the victim. Myth is a clinical matter, whereas language has a fo~aI 
science: mythology is a disease whose extent and ravages. can be preclsely 
measured by comparative grammar. All that is left to the art1sans of compara-, 
tive mythology is to discover, behind the screen of "mythologicaI" names ~d 
personifications, the forms of the spectacle of nature that so affected the first 
human beings: sorne sided with the sun; others dec1ared for darkness and the 

storm. 
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. But the medicine the linguistic technicians administered was too bruta1. 
While it dissipated the fog ofwords and the rnists of phrases, the whole of 
mythology evaporated and disappeared along with them. And the rival enter
prise of Tylor and Lang was free to object that Max Müller's theory was unable 
to justify the stupid, absurd, and savage details whose presence, it was generally 
agreed, laid bare the scandaland cried out fOI an indictment. 

The anthropological school mobilized comparison in its tum, but this time on 
the level of civilizations, fram the primitive to the most evolved, and without 
granting language any privilege other than of being an original praduct of man
kind. Speech arose in a human cornmunity still in the state of savagery; and all 
1anguages, in their beginnings, are ruled by the same "intellectual art," as Tylor 
says, the same "nursery philosophy."3 Mytho10gy is everywhere, it saturates 
grarnmar, spreads into syntax, invades 1anguage through metaphor. In its organic 
structure and its first developmental steps, myth belongs to the primordial stage 
of the human mind, but its growth is lirnited to the childhood of mankind-a 
childhood, our childhood, which stilI líes before our eyes. Myth is no longer to 
be found in diachrony, in the archaeology of language, but everywhere that 
savage peoples are to be found: lroquois, Bushmen, Australians, who still today 
ten the same savage stories, which no one wou1d dream of explaining as the 
peculiar result ofa few badly understood phrases. The human mind mythologizes 
under certain conditions: the proof of this is given by the savage hordes who 
even today speak the language of myth. The absurd contents of the Greek fabIes 
the shocking and embarrassing stories of Homer's contemporaries-if they ar~ 
put side by side with the mythology ofpeoples ofnature-can be explained with 
certainty: they are survivals of a coarse and primitive state, survivals that have 
sometimes been taken for history, sometimes rejected as absurd lies. 

But we must go farther than. this, beyond the description ofthese competing 
strategies, and investigate the developments that shaped what both strategies call 
"the object of scientific mythology": insane propositions, savage sentences, 
absurd discourses. AH through the exposition of the motives behind the new 
science there is an admission of its attraction to the very thing that repe1s it. 
For what makes it shudder with horror is the sole'object of its activity, to the 
extent that the interpretation deve10ped by this discourse on the shape of a new 
and necessary science seems to give itself the primary task of discussing and 
displaying a scandal whose effects very c1earIy delimit the field of the new 
mythology-as-knowledge. . 

. The whole discourse praceeds by repeated and successive movements ofparti
bono For authorities over the science of myths, religion imposes a flISt, funda
mental partition. In the general system of Christianity, which inc1udes all of the 
founders of the history of religions-Catholics, Protestants OI agnostics-knowing 
God (or knowing about God) constitutes both the proof and the guarantee of 
the rationality ofthe human race. Because of this the gods ofthe Greeks and the 

3. E. B. Tylor, Primitive Culture, 2d ed. (London 1873), 1: 237. 
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Aryans can onIy be seen as an immediate product ofhuman intelligence. As Paul 
Decharme wrote in his Mythologie de la Crece antique, in 1884, "when the 
Greeks are not speaking in their mythological tongue, their conception .of 
divinity does not differ in essentials from our own.,,4 In other words, mythology 
is what is left of the religious tradition of the Greeks after scholars in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, all sharing the same implicit knowledge, have 
removed from the tradition all eIements that are compatible with their own 
dominant representation ofthe divine. Everything heId to be inrrnoral or indecent 
thus immediately falls into the domain of mytho10gy. Other, less surnmary, 
partitions are superimposed on this first one. Lang, for instance, distinguishes 
two different groups among the myths of civilized people, among whom the 
Greeks are inc1udedby divine right: rational myths, in which the gods are 
presented as beautiful and wise beings; the others, labeled irrational, that are 
marked by savagery and senselessness. There is no need to explain the first group, 
since they are part of Religion. A true mytho-Iogic begins with the others.5 Thus, 
exc1usionary procedures multipIy in the discourse of the science of myths, 
borne on a vocabulary of scandal that indictsall figures of otherness. Mythology 
is on the side of the primitive, the inferior races, the peopIes of nature, the 
language of origins, childhood, savagery, madness-always the other, as the ex
c1uded figure. At the same time, with each of these partitions mythology shifts, 
changes form and content: it becomes the incredible which religion lays before 
itself; the irrational that reason grants itself; the savage as the inverse of the 
civilized; it is what is absent, what is over and done with; it is ancient madness. 

To go any further requires a. vote of confidence: for might not mythology be 
a figUre entirely created, in its doub1e register, out of a sense of scandal? This is 
a question that the science of mythology itse1f invites us to ask. For when 
comparativists and anthropologists explain their projects between 1850 and 
1890, they refer constantly to a privileged model: that of the Greeks of the 
sixth century before our era, delicate and refined peopIe whose religious feelings, 
already shocked and embarrassed by mythical tales, lie at the source of the first 
intrepretations. Along with Max Müller, Lang evokes the pious and thoughtful 
men who for so many years "tried to account to themselves for their possession 
of beliefs c10sely connected with religion which yet seemed ruinous to religion 
and morality.,,6 In pointing to a philosopher like Xenophanes of Colophon as 
their precursor, the initiators of the science of myths send us back to the Greek 
world which also, in fact, gives us the word myth, the thing that was already 

4. P. Decharme, Mythologie de la Grece antique, 2d. ed. (Paris 1884), p. viii. 
5. A. Lang, "Mythology," Encyclopedia Britannica, 9th ed. [TN:·The authoI uses the 

word mythologique, a pun on "mythological" and "mytho-logic" comed by Lévi~Strauss 
for his four-volume study of Amerindian myths, better known in this country under the 
titles of each volume: The Raw and the Cooked, etc. The titIe fOI the whole multivoiume 
work, Mythologiques, has been changed m English translation to Introduction to a Science 
o[ Mythology; an mterestmg switch, considermg the argument of this essay. 1 have rendered 
mythologique, used as a substantive, as "mytho-logic."J 

6. Myth, Ritual and Religion (London 1887), 1: 10. 
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called mythology, and even the sen se of scandal that seems so closely tied to 
the apprehension of a first myt40-logic. To investigate the beginnings of inter
pretation, at least in ancient· Greece, we must first distinguish interpretation 
from exegesis.7 The latter, we can say, is the incessant commentaxy that a 
culture makes on its sympolism, its gestures, its practices, on all that constitutes 
it as a system in action.\Exegesis proliferates from inside; it is a speech that 
nourishes the tradition of which it is a part, whereas interpretation emerges 
the moment there is an outside perspective, when sorne in a society begin to 
question, to criticize the tradition, to distan ce themselves with regard to the 
histories of the tribe. There are two ways to begin looking as an other at what 
has been received and accepted by all. One of these, a minimal one, begins with 
the prose writings of those whom the fifth centuxy will call1ogographs, and who 
have already for a centuxy been disposing traditional tales and histories, from 
genealogies to the great historical sagas, in the new space of the written signo But 
at the same time as this discreet and silent distancing, produced by the operation 
of writing alone was going on, another approach was being manifested in maximal 
form with the new forms of knowledge connected with the appearance of 
writing: the first philosophy, with Xenophanes of Colophon, or the historical 
thinking conceptualized by Thucydides; 'knowledges [savoirs] that radically 
questioned a tradition which they denouflced as unacceptable or no longer 
credible, as irnmediately or even ultimately meaningless. 

It is in this work of interpretation that a novel notion of mythos is con
structed, and that the figure of mythology, in the Greek sense of mythologia, 
is sketched out with its distinctive features. A series of landmarks in a historical 
field extending from the sixth centuxy to the beginning of the fourth allows us 
to follow the way in which the territoxy assigned to mythos came to be organ
ized. Around 530, Xenophanes, in the riame of the first philosophy, brutally 
condemns all ofthe'stories about the Titans, Giants, Centaurs, including "Homer 
and Hesiod." These are so many scandalous adventures which attribute to the 
gods or superhuman figures all that is injurious and hateful in the world of men: 
thievexy, adultexy, treachexy. Rejecting all stories of this genre, Xenophanes 
expels them by assigning them a dual status: (1) these are forgeries, plasmata, 
pure fictions; (2) these are barbarous stories, the stories of others. 8 But the 
word mythos-which from the time of the epics is part of the vocabulaxy of 

·language and the word-has not yet been mobilized to designatethe discourse 
of others, at wruch philosophy, barely born but already scandalized, points 
the finger and so noisily cries out. It is, however, around the same period that 
the new sense of mythos appears, as witnessed in a poem of Anacreon of Samos: 
between 524 and 522, the party of Samian rebels, fighting the tyranny of 
Polycrates, 1S known by the name of mythietai: these are, as the ancient gram-

7. ef. Dan Sperber,Rethinking Syrnbolisrn (Cambridge 1974). 
8. Fr. r, 19-24: DielsPI. 14 to 16; ef. the ana1yses of J. Svenbro, "La paroJe et le marbre. 

Aux origines de la poétique greeque" (Thesis, Lund 1976), pp. 75-108.· 
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. marians explain, rebels, troublemakers; more precisely, probably, people who 
hold seditious opinions.9 An adverse figure for the eunomy claimed by Poly
crates, myth connotes revolution, stasis. And this semantic development, which 
we know about from Anacreon's blow-by-blow account, becomes increasingly 
specific in the course of the fifth centuxy, in the vocabulaxy of Pindar and 
Herodotus, for whom the word myth, employed rather discreetly, ends up 
designating only the discourse of others, in that 1t is illusory, unbelievable, and 
stupid. In works like Herodotus's Histories and the poems ofPindar, which seem 
to devote such a large part to what we are tempted to call "myths," the occur
rences of mythos could be counted on the fingers of one hand: two occurrences 
in the nine books of Herodotus, three in the Pindaric corpus. ID When Pindar 
'sings the eulogy of a victor at the Games he is pronouncing a logos; myth appears 
with the rise of the speech of illusion, parphasis. Mythos is bom along with 
rumor. It grows up along with deceitful stories, mis1ead~g words,which seduce, 
and do violence to the Truth. Made like one of Daedalus's statues, mythos can 
be recognized by its apparel of glistening lies: an appearance that perverts what 
is trustworthy and shamefully betrays the manlfestationof being. But these are 
always the tales of others, those who usurped for illysses the gloxy eamed by 
Ajax, who keep on repeating the scandalous version of Tantalus's feast, in which 
the gods are supposed to have greedily devoured the flayed flesh of Pelops. 

Herodotus makes the same partition; his own stories are never anything but 
logot. And when he invokes particularly holy traditions, Herodotus speaks onIy 
of sacred logoi, hiroi. The famous "sacred discourses" which our usage inter~ 
prets as "myths" all the more easily since these traditions are often connected 
with ritual gestures and actions-these are never called mythoi. On the contraxy, 

. it is a myth for Herodotus when certain people want to explain the flooding of 
.the Nile by alleging the existen ce of an enormous River Ocean flowing around 
the earth, for this is apure fiction which excludes all forms of argumentation 
and leaves no room for empírical observations. 1t is also myth when the Greeks 
cIaim that Busiris, king of the Egyptians, wanted to sacrifice Hercules: foolish
.ness and absurdity, for how could the most pious of men, the Egyptians, even 
conceive of such a grave impiety? It is unbelievable, and what is more, unlikely. 

To speak of myth 1S a way of cxying scandal, of pointing the finger.Mythos 
is a vexy convenient word-gesture which suffices to denounce silliness, fiction, 
OI absurdity, and, in so doing, to confute them. But myth is still only a sign
post to a distant, barely indicated site. In order for it to designate a more or 
l(:ss autonomous discourse or form of knowledge we must wait until the vexy 
end of the fifth centuxy, when both the tales of the andent poets and all that 
the logographs had written in the meantime fall into the domain of mythos. 
One of the places where this break takes place is in the historical activity of 

9. Anaereon, Gentili (1958) Fr. 21. Cf. S. Mazzarino, n pensiero stoneo elassieo(Bari 
1966), 1: 155 ff. . 

10. Herodotus II, 23; II, 45. Pindar, Nerneans 8, 32 ff.; Olyrnpics, l, 27-59. 
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.Thucydides: when he defines the domain of historical knowledge he outlines 
its conceptual territory by exc1uding the fabulous, the mythodes, which in 
turn, in addition to its own boundaries, receives a domain which takes in a 
different manner of recounting and remembering. 

The logographs recounted the histories of the tribe in writing; Herodotus 
sought to give the city a new way of remembering; Thucydides now intends to 
construct a model of political action, a futurologist's knowledge in which the 
historian thinks of hirnself as the ideal politicalleader. His purpose is not to tell 
what happened but to attain the truth of an effective discourse, a discourse bullt 
of such well-fitted reasoning that it constitutes the best means of acting in the 
spac~ of the city, today and in the future. Still, a history up to the present, like 
the Peloponnesicm Wars, must confront the problems of memory and oral 
tradition and this is done in what has come to be called the Archaeology, in a 

, . 11 
critique of stones that are passed down from mouth to mouth. The memory 
is fallible, it interprets, chooses, reconstructs; and the more troubled the times 
the more fragile i,t is, the more the marvelous proliferates and anything at all 
can be believed. In Thucydides' eyes all that circulates orally, akoai, is funda
mentally false because of the lack of critical spirit in the people who tell or recall 
events of long ago or yesterday, even in their own country, the place where they 
should be able to get information to verify and correct the story. The traditional 
memory is found guilty of gullibility, of accepting ready-made ideas, ofpassing 
on unchecked information which swells the tide of the fabulous. Poets and logo
graphs are put in the dock by a suit brought against the mouth and fue ear, be
cause the rumors, the received ideas that are already part of the incredible do 
not become any more credible when poets make them into tales and lend these 
events beauties which enlarge them, or when, parallel to this, logographs seek to 
combine prefabricated ideas more for the ear's pleasure than for the establish
ment ofthe truth. 

With Thucydides the breach is opened: on one side, a spoken tradition that 
'still inc1udes public recitations arid proc1amations up to the end of the fifth 
century; on the other, writing, sure of itself, rejecting pleasure and the mar
velous, and wanting to address itself onIy to a/silent and separate reader. The 
author of the Peloponnesian Wars is convinced that everything woven between 
the mouth and the ear drifts ineluctably towards. the fabulous, towards what 
blocks the effectiveness of a discourse whose abstract writing should reinforce 
its action in the polítical order. He int~nds, therefore, to proceed by means of a 
confinement of the oral tradition of ancient times, in prose as well as verse, 
bringing together in a single enclosure both what philosophy had been calling 
theforgeries and fictions of the ancients and the whole tradition that had been 
put into writing from Hecataeus to Hellanicos and Hippias of Elis. 

Parallel to Thucydides and at the same period, the totalizing knowledge of 
Platonic philQsophy was proceeding, with still greater rigor, to the confinement 

11. Thueydides, Peloponnesian Wars, 1,20-22. 
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of what Plato and his contemporaries bring together under the names of myth
ology and archaeology.12 The radical critique with which the Republic, through 
its attack on the poets and fabricators of logoi, challenges the entire tradition, 
takes particular aim at the mimetic nature of mythology, or forms of expression 
with formulaic, rhythmic, musical aspects; these are aspects which answer the 
needs of memorization and aural cornmunication, but which are, for the philo
sopher, the irrefutable sign of their belonging to the polymorphous and motley 
world of all that panders to the Iower part of the soul, that solitary realm 
where passions and desires run wild. Not only is the discourse of mythology 
scandalous-and the Republic draws up the catalogue of obscene, savage, and 
absurd stories-it is also dangerous, because of the illusionary effects of mouth~ 
to-ear communication whenever it is not surveyed or controlled. However-and 
this is a major point of difference with Thucydides-while it is easy in the ideal 
city to outlaw ancient memories by driving out the poets and censoring tradi
tional stories, the Platonic project makes it necessary to fashion, to invent 
another, new mythology,13 a useful beautifuI líe which would make everyone 
freely do what is right. Still barely bereft of her old memories, the new city is 
already seeking to rediscover the secret unity of tradition. For a society, even 
if it is conceived and governed by philosophers, still needs that which alone can 
give it cohesion: a shared and implicit knowledge through which-as the Laws 
insist-a community seems to have a single opinion all through its existence, in 
its songs, its tales, and its histories.14 

At the opening of the fourth century, under the convergent action of two 
types of knowledge-the philosophical and the historical-what had been fur
tively designated as myth gave way, disappeared, to melt into a new landscape, 
henceforth baptized mythology, in which the scriptural activity of already 
professional mythographers would be deployed. 

At the end of this detour in the direction of a hístory of the sixth to the fourth 
,1 centuries, we can say that the founders of the science of myths had good reasons 

for recognizing in Xenophanes and the scJ;lOlars of ancient Greece the initiators 
of a partition 'which they themselves, nineteentn century men of science, were 
content to reaffirm. Plato and Thucydides are indeed the forerunners of the 
sense of scandal that mobilized Müller and Lang from the moment it becanie 
,evident that mythology contained a, language characteristic of a temporarily 
insane mind. But trus c1airvoyance has its inverse, for none of the artisans of the 

,new science became aware of the strangeness of the figure called mythology, a 
figure that had sprung from ancient movements of partition, and which since 
then had never ceased to produce the most diverse questions. 

Rethinking mythology means, certainly, to deconstruct the conceptual form 
, of an apparently irnmediate and legitimate knowledge by registering thespecific 

12. Plato, Greater Hippias, 285d-286a; Thueydides, VII, 69. 
13. The Republic is a "mythology" (SOl e), as are the Laws (752a). 
14. Laws, 663-64. 
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